Don’t miss this opportunity !
More on www.youspace.be

Where Space Mentees are free
to choose their Mentor !

Are you about to embark on a Master
or a Ph.D. in Sciences / Technology /
Engineering / Mathematics with an
orientation in the Space sector ?

“The future interests me
because that’s where I’ll spend
the rest of my life.”

Are you a professional from
the Space sector ?

[ Einstein ]

YouSpace is for you !
A platform to improve interactions between
Universities and Industries.

New ideas or suggestions ?
Please contact :
Dominique Tilmans contact@youspace.be
Philip De Man Philip.DeMan@law.kuleuven.be
Réalisé grâce à la collaboration de Belspo
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What for ?

What kind of actions ?

- To build up a team spirit among those involved in
the Space sector via an active networking between
students and professionals.

- "Be a Space Mentor"/"Be a Space Mentee" to favor
the transfer of skills and to "coach" students along
their Master and/or Ph.D.

- To increase the efficiency of a fast evolving sector.

- "Space Mentors in Universities": yearly
presentations of the core-business of three space
domains: engineering, applications and research in
Belgian universities and engineering schools, open
to students of all faculties.
- "Space jobs fair": an event taking place every other
year, entirely dedicated to the space sector, in
collaboration with universities, research centers and
industries in Belgium.
- See more on www.youspace.be - Objectives.

Why this initiative ?
Space in Europe means :
- ± 35.000 jobs.
- An average age of 44 with a 48-58 year cohort
representing 35% of the total workforce.
Retirement before 65 is also a cause for concern.
- Within 10 years, the demand from the Space
sector is estimated at more than 12.000 fully
employed experts and this does not include future
developments of Space applications.

YouSpace is already a success !
Why not you ?
Introduced during the Space Days on 14th October
2014, we are more than 200 Space Mentors from
Industry /Institutions/ Universities and Research
centers & Space Mentees or Young professionals
(October 2015).

If Belgium wants to remain a significant
player in the Space sector over the next
10 years, it is now time to react !
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